




Properties of excitable tissues: 

1. Ion distribution across cell 
membrane: the intracellular fluid 

contain high concentration of K and 
large organic anion A. 
The extra cellular fluid contain high 
conc. Of Na and Cl. 
mMol/L                     intra                       
extra 
Na                              15                           150 
K                                 150                        5.5 
CL                               9                            125 



properties of excitable tissues 



2.Membrane potential: the 
inside the cell is negative  
Out side the cell is positive. 
This  is called resting 
membrane. 





3.Membrane 
impermeability to cellular 
protein and other organic 
negative ion while the 
membrane is permeable to 
Na,K,CL, but in different 
degree. 



Factors affected the permeability: 
1.Size of ion. 
2.Charge of ion. 
3.Ion concentration. 





Action potential:   
Electro and chemical changes 
occur in the plasma membrane 
of excitable tissues (nerve and 
muscle). 



 Stages of action potential: 
1.Resting stage: K ion out flux by concentration 
gradient=K ion influx by electric potential. 
  
2.Threshold: minimum stimulus lead to response 
resulted from continuous and slow influx of Na. 
 
3.Depolarization: rapid influx of Na ion. 
4.Spike:maximum level of membrane potential. 
5.Repolarization: rapid out flux of Na and influx of 
K. 
6.Hyperpolarization.continous influx of K. 
 





Periods of action potential: 
 

1.Absolute refractory period: if we 
increase the strength of stimulus 
their will be no response because 
all Na ion channel activated. 
 
 



2.Relative refractory 
period: if we increase the 
strength of stimulus there 
will get response because 
some of Na ion channel is 
inactivated. 





All or Non law:  
any stimulus =or above threshold lead to 
action potential.  
 
But increase the strength  of stimulus 
not lead to increase the spike of action 
potential. 



types of excitable tissues  







sarcomer is the basic functional unit of muscle 

 structure of muscle 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:1022_Muscle_Fibers_(small).jpg
















Sarcotubular system:  
Include: 
1. T system :invagenation of plasma membrane, its 

function for rapid transmission of action potential 
to all fibrils.  

2. 2. sarco plasmic reticulum: sac concert with 
calcium movement and muscle metabolism. 



Myo neuronl junction: The skeletal 
muscle fiber innervated by motor nerve 
which loss its myelin sheath in its end 
and branched to end feet which has 
vesicles contain (Ach) acetylcholine . 









Cardiac muscle : 



Action potential of heart muscle 
(cardiac muscle): 
1.Resting stage. 
2.Depolarization. 
3.spike. 
4.Plateau 

5.Repolarization. 
Note :plateau result from slow and 
continuous input of calcium ion. 










